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Editor's Note 
Volume 6 of the Publications of the Medieval Association of the Midwest 
has profited greatly from the editorial changes that MAM adopted last 
year. Our change from Proceedings to Publications has helped bring 
new voices and fresh material to the journal. Mel Storm and I are 
redoubling our efforts to publish PMAM on an annual basis, and we 
continue our practice of editing alternate issues. Submissions are up 
and the quality and complexity of the articles brings credit to the 
organization. 
Many thanks, as always, to our contributors, who !:tave produced 
manuscripts that testify to the wide range of medieval scholarship 
occurring in the midwest, and, indeed, all over the country. We could 
not produce PMAM without the industrious readers who evaluate 
submissions and help guide both authors and editors. For this volume, 
those readers included Nona Hores, Loren Gruber, Robin Hass, Norman 
Hinton, William Hodapp, Pat Hollahan, James Hoy, Harriet Hudson, 
Richard Kay, Toni Morris, Michael Myers, Mary Olson, Edward L. 
Risden, Jonathan Wilcox, Joseph Wittig, and William Woods. 
My editorial efforts are supported financially by the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences at the University of Illinois at Springfield in the 
form of equipment, supplies, photocopying and postage. The members 
of the English Department at UIS provide a collegial and supportive 
network that sustains me. Most importantly, Jennifer Evans, my 
graduate student assistant, has onge again proven invaluable to this 
project. Her experience and initi,itive carried us through my hectic 
schedule and a series of impediments. We perservered yet again. 
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